
Thank you for your interest in Everwood 
Farmstead Foundation’s Artist Retreat.
 
2020 APPLICATIONS
Application deadline is January 31st, 2020, Midnight CST
1 and 2 week residencies available June 7 – October 3
Check in 3:00PM Sundays  //  Check out noon Saturdays

You will be informed of the status of your application 
within four weeks of the application deadline.

RESIDENCIES
Everwood Farmstead Foundation's Artist Retreat is designed for the professional artist who 
needs a nurturing space in a natural setting to advance a creative project in solitude. 

Applicants must exhibit professional standing in their field; both mature and emerging artists 
of promise are welcome to apply. Since each artist occupies the house by him/herself, only
those individuals who are comfortable living and working in solitude are encouraged to apply. 
For artists seeking a communal residency experience, Everwood may not be the right place. 

Final awards of the residencies are at the discretion of Everwood Farmstead Foundation.  
Residency awards are made by a panel of Everwood board members and professional peers. 
In some instances, artists may be invited directly to participate. Previous recipients of the 
Artist Retreat may re-apply two years after the completion of their last retreat. Since the Artist 
Retreat is based on a rotating jury process, being chosen as a resident one year does not 
automatically guarantee selection in another year. There is no requirement from the artists 
after the retreat to demonstrate progress or contribute to the Foundation.

FOR CONSIDERATION, PLEASE SUBMIT:
In a Word document:
1)  An artist bio and contact information
2)  Why would Everwood, a quiet and solitary natural setting, 
 be the perfect residency for you at this time? 
3) What project will you be working on?
4) What are your personal and artistic goals for your retreat?
5) Do you wish to stay 1 or 2 weeks? If either, which is your preference?
 And, what are your preferred dates?
6) Email addresses of up to 4 professionals familiar with you 
 and your work for references

As PDFs:
1)  Work samples that provides a sense of the artist’s style, 
 aesthetic, voice, etc.

Send materials to: info@everwoodfarmstead.com
For more information, artist testimonials, and pictures, visit our website.
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